A swab sample was taken from the winner SILENT JACKO.
On the first turn HUEY LEE and MISS TAKIRI made contact. Turning into the back straight HUEY LEE moved down checking MISS TAKIRI.

A swab sample was taken from the winner JOE BLAKE.
On the first turn WOODSIDE ZULU moved down making contact with WOODSIDE FORREST. Along the back straight CONCEDE moved down checking MAREENA causing MAREENA to drop back inconveniencing the run of WOODSIDE FORREST.

A swab sample was taken from the winner DAKOTA ROXY moved down checking MOMBASA MAINE then MARRIED TWICE moved down contacting BURZAR causing MARRIED TWICE to lose ground.

MARRIED TWICE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Turning into the home straight SOL’S BUDDY raced wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

-THUNDER ON left the boxes awkwardly. On the first turn VALDOS ran onto the heels of SPRINGVALE ISSY then SENTINEL MCLAREN contacted the back legs of VALDOS and fell causing THUNDER ON to race wide. SENTINEL MCLAREN regained its footing and completed the course.

SENTINEL MCLAREN was vetted after the race with no injury detected
MISSING MATE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.

On the first turn YOU RASCAL GIRL and PAW ME ONE made contact. Approaching the turn into the back straight YOU RASCAL GIRL checked around the heels of PAW ME ONE. Along the back straight YOU RASCAL GIRL raced wide. Turning into the home straight YOU RASCAL GIRL raced wide.

SUTTON DAISY made heavy contact to the front of the boxes prior to the boxes opening and TAMMY PARKER went up with the lids. On the first turn TOP RIGHT contacted the back legs of FANTASTIC PIPPA and fell. Turning into the back straight SUTTON DAISY visibly eased and was reported for failing to pursue then shortly after SUTTON DAISY moved out checking AIR MARSHALL. Turning off the back straight FANTASTIC PIPPA moved down checking ASTON OPAL.
SUTTON DAISY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.
TOP RIGHT was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
Stewards acting under GAR69B(1)(a) suspended SUTTON DAISY for 7 days all tracks and until the completion of a satisfactory trial.

There were no racing incidents to report.
Race 10  G-SIX FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE  388m  Grade 5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner IS ALL.
ESTABLISHED was slow to begin. Turning off the back straight CAWBOURNE SNOW moved down checking ESTABLISHED. Turning into the home straight CAWBOURNE SNOW and ESTABLISHED made contact.

Race 11  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE  388m  Grade 5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOT ZORRO.
QUARA’S ZADE was slow to begin. On the first turn HOT ZORRO moved out checking BILLY FIX IT, TYSON’S A REBEL and COSMIC KATIE

Race 12  G-SIX GAP SA (N/P) STAKE  388m  Masters

-STIR CRAZY was slow to begin. Along the back straight STIR CRAZY checked around the heels of FOOL PROOF.

* Published subject to correction upon revision